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In market economies, farmers .who are relatively remote from the ultimate markets for their
products and inputs get lower prices at farmgate for their outputs and pay more for their inputs

• than do near-in farms. In turn, these price differentials influence the economic choices farmers
make on inputs and outputs. The timing of transport relative to the harvest is another influence
on the spatial pattern of incentives that farmers face. Delays in the evacuation of crops may
increase farmers' costs in various ways.

• This paper uses an explicit model to investigate the consequences of delayed transport for: (1)
the economics of allocating transport services over time and space, and (2) the common practice
of inferring producer response to changes in prices over time from the spatial variation in prices
found in cross-sectional surveys. It examines some evidence on delayed evacuation from
French-speaking West Africa where governments have intervened heavily with the small farmers

• who produce cash crops.
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Executive Summar

In market economies, the expense of transportation

determines a spatial structure of agricultural prices. 'Farmers

IP who are relatively remote from the ultimate markets for their

products and inputs get lower prices at farmgate for their

outputs and pay more for their inputs than do near-in farmers.

• In turn, these price differentials influence the economic choices

farmers make on inputs and outputs.

The timing of transport relative to the harvest also affects

40 the incentives that farmers face. Delays in crop evacuation may

increase post-harvest losses. It is often optimal to evacuate

near-in farms first, so that remote farmers suffer relatively

40 high losses. It is desirable to evacuate near-in zones first

because evacuating the nearby zones keeps the remote zones
waiting less than the remote zones would keep the nearby zones

• waiting if they were evacuated first. There are, however,

qualifications. For instance, if more remote roads become

impassable sooner for climatic reasons, it may be efficient to

• evacuate more remote areas first. Another consequence of

constraints on the availability of transport is that unexpectedly

large harvests should be evacuated more slowly.

40 It is easy to decentralize decisions about agricultural

production even when these considerations prevail, so that the

fact that small farmers make decisions about production poses no

40 complications. The price that the marketing agency pays farmers

at near-in zones should reflect the added cost imposed on more

11
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remote farmers by the increased delays caused by increased

IP production near-in.

Various French-speaking African countries provide

information on the timing of harvest evacuation. The reported

11 harvest season seems very long relative to the interval in which

the plant produces output in the case of groundnuts in Senegal

and Niger and to some extent in the case of cotton in Mali, but

41 much less so in the cases of cocoa and coffee in Ivory Coast and

Togo.

In the case of groundnuts in Senegal, the length of the
.0v

• harvest period is not systematically related to the weather that

induces changes in the size of the crop. This finding contradicts

the supposition that unexpectedly high levels of the harvest

41 should lead to greater delays in evacuation. The analysis of data

on cotton from Ivory Coast shows that the harvest that is near-in

is not evacuated earlier than that in remote areas, and often the

10 reverse situation prevails. This finding contradicts the

supposition that near-in farms should be evacuated with least

delay.

10 The information used in these tests derives from the

activities of the government agencies (parastatals) that

intervene in various ways in the activities of the small farmers

• who produce these crops. Findings that contradict the

propositions of the model could therefore either reflect a

shortcoming of the model as a description of the constraints that

• determine optimal decisions or the failure of these agencies to

make economically efficient choices.

113.
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1. Introduction

In market economies, the expense of transportation determines a

spatial structure of agricultural prices. Farmers that are

411 relatively remote from the ultimate markets for their products

and inputs get lower prices at farmgate for their outputs and pay

more for their inputs than do near-in farmers. In turn, these

40 price differentials influence the economic choices farmers make

on inputs and outputs.

There are, however, other influences on farmers' decisions

41 that may be systematically related to their location but that do

not depend directly on the expense of transport. I think

particularly of differences in the timing of transport relative

• to the harvest. Delays in the evacuation of crops may increase

post-harvest losses. Rain, bush fires, animal and insect

infestation and other factors affect the quality and quantity of

40 the crops that farmers ultimately sell, as in the case of cotton

in the Ivory Coast (DCGT, 1986, pp. 10 and 15). Furthermore,

delay means interest costs, either explicit or implicit. In

• addition to all these costs of delay are the costs of storage,

i.e. what farmers do to protect crops awaiting evacuation.

This paper investigates two sets of implications of the

• costs of delayed evacuation. First, there are questions about the

economics of allocating transport services over time and space.

Second, there are methodological questions about the common

• practice of inferring producer response to changes in prices over

1
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time from the spatial variation in prices found in cross-

IP sectional surveys. What data I have on these questions come from

French-speaking West Africa where governments have intervened

heavily with the small farmers who produce cash crops.

• The first set of questions include how to plan the.

allocation of transport when public agencies are responsible for

evacuating the harvest. A closely associated set of concerns is

• how to understand the allocation of transport services over time

and space by private agents, and whether these decisions are

optimal. There is also the interaction between various pricing

40 interventions adopted by African governments and the timing of

transport services. In turn, all these factors influence the

desirability of investments in transport infrastructure.

• The methodological lessons apply to the widespread use of

data on the spatial dispersion in prices and on the consequent

choices of farmers to estimate the 'parameters of farm technology

• and farmer response to price differentials. The inferences from

such an analysis are commonly used to deduce the response of the

agricultural sector as a whole to changes in the price at the

10 ultimate market. Such changes may arise because world market

conditions shift or because the domestic government alters its

tax policies, among many reasons.

• The notion of this paper is that there is spatial dispersion

in variables other than prices that affect farmers' decisions and

that these variations in incentives may have systematic patterns,

• ones that are correlated, either positively or negatively, with

2
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the spatial patterns in prices. Consequently, cross-sectional

IP estimates of price response that neglect these other incentives

may lead to biased estimates of the response of agriculture as a

whole to changes in prices at the ultimate markets. A basic

• distinction is between costs of delay that affect quality and are

therefore reflected in the prices that farmers receive and the

many other costs of delay that are not. These considerations form

40 a version of the familiar concern in economics about the use of

cross-sectional variation to estimate time-series response, but

to my knowledge this mechanism has not been given attention

40 previously. It is important that estimates of supply response in

agriculture be accurate, because estimates of the consequences of

tax, pricing and trade reforms depend on the magnitude of this

• response.

*The next section develops a theoretical model of timeliness

in the provision of transport and the evacuation of the harvest.

40 Section 3 presents some information on practice in some West

African countries. A final section sums up and speculates on what

further types of information could be used to explore the issues

4, of timeliness and post-harvest loss.

•

•

3
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A. Basic Issues

2. The Theory of Timeliness

On the one hand, the very nature of a harvest season for a

• crop implies a peaking in the demand for rural transport to

evacuate it. Delay means added costs, and therefore benefits from

evacuating crops quickly. On the other hand, it is uneconomic to

• maintain a transport capacity that is large enough to pick up the

whole crop as soon as it has been harvested, and it is optimal to

accept some delays. For purposes of brevity, I identify all sorts

10 of constraints on transport capacity with the size of the truck

fleet.

This peak load problem raises the question of how to

41 allocate trucks among competing demands, and in particular which

areas to evacuate first and which later. A powerful argument can

be made that the more remote areas should be served later, and

IP therefore should be left to experience higher post-harvest

losses. Evacuation of the nearby zones keeps the remote zones

waiting less than the remote zones would keep the nearby zones

40 waiting if they were evacuated first.

A simple model makes this point and also gives focus to the

need for a more complicated model. Assume that there are two

41 zones, a remote one (two days' drive from the port) and a nearby

one (one day's drive from the port). Each zone produces one

truckload of the crop, all of which is harvested at exactly the

10 same time. Only one truck is available to remove the crop, and

4
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so it spends six days on the road, making two round trips. Which

IP zone should be evacuated first to minimize total post-harvest

losses if the harvest deteriorates in quality until it is put on

the truck by (1-7) percent for each day so that the crop fetches

10 only 7 of what it would have the day before? The calculations are

made in Table 1, and the answer is that evacuation of the near-in

zone first leads to a decrease in post-harvest loss of (1-7)(7 +

40 )•

Although this result on the sequencing of harvest evacuation

is a reasonable presumption, there may be considerations that

40 suggest alternative strategies. If rains come earlier in remote

areas, or if they would make remote areas inaccessible while

nearby areas could still be reached, then it might be

40 economically desirable to evacuate remote areas first. For

instance, in the Ivory Coast some cotton-producing villages are

unreachable in the rainy season (DCGT, 1986, p.32).

ID The interaction of some economic considerations with

climatic conditions make evacuation of remote areas first more

likely. Road segments that are near the ultimate destination

• (e.g. a port) are more heavily traveled. There are therefore good

economic reasons to make them of higher quality and consequently

more cheaply traveled in general and more easily traveled in bad

10 weather in particular. This in turn could make it desirable to

evacuate more remote areas earlier even if the rains come

everywhere at the same time.

• The opportunity for protecting crops by investing in storage

5
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facilities can also affect the order of evacuation. If there are

41 increasing marginal costs of storage, it may be optimal to

provide storage capacity less than the size of the crop in each

zone, and to remove the crop that cannot be stored from all zones

10 first, before turning to the crop that is safely stored. The most

realistic manifestation of these considerations is when the crop

fluctuates randomly, and storage capacity cannot be adjusted at

IP constant cost after the size of the harvest is realized.

The remainder of section 2 examines a model in which the

optimal sequencing of evacuation is from nearby to more remote

41 zones, and neglects the considerations just mentioned. Even if

these other considerations are operative, however, and the order

of evacuation is reversed, the basic point remains that a

40 correlation between the order of evacuation whether positive or

negative introduces a bias into the estimation of agricultural

response. The sign of the bias depends on the sign of this

110 correlation, which could well be different for different crops,

agro-climatic conditions and countries.

While the simple model of Table 1 is a starting point for

10 the notions to be examined in this section, it leaves out many

complications that are essential. For one thing, the model only

treats quality deterioration with constant quantity so that the

41 size of the evacuation problem is invariant to the way it is

done. This would not be true if there were diminution of quantity

with time, so that the two cases of Table 1 would involve the

• evacuation of different total quantities. Second, there is no

6
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initial supply response in anticipation of post-harvest loss

• (each zone produces a fixed amount of one unit that is assumed

invariant to post-harvest loss). For these two reasons, the

simple model only hints at the issues of incentive effects and

• the correlation between farmgate prices (induced by transport

costs) and post-harvest losses (induced by the order of

evacuation).

40 Furthermore, without attention to incentives it is

impossible to discuss how crop evacuation interacts with the

price interventions that many governments pursue. Nor is it

40 possible to discuss fully the interaction between choices about

the quality of roads and the timing of Crop evacuation.

Finally, there is the issue of more than two production

• zones, and of intermediate processing at scattered sites

throughout the agricultural hinterland. While the former

complication adds little of generality, the latter situation can

40 be important in disentangling the spatial pattern of farmgate

prices from the spatial pattern of the timeliness of evacuation

for crops that are processed at dispersed centers.

11)

B. Evacuation with One Zone:

The first step in building an explicit model of harvest

• evacuation is an accounting system that tracks the trucks as they

move the harvest from the zones of production to a port from

which the harvest is exported. This sub-section sets up such an

41 accounting system for the case of one zone, which then permits

7
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generalization to multiple zones. The schedule of the truck

40 fleet, in turn, determines the post-harvest loss that occurs

until evacuation is complete. Once this accounting system is in

place, it is possible to determine the optimal choices of

• agricultural production, of the size of the truck fleet, .and of

the timing of evacuation.

The entire harvest in zone A of amount QA becomes available

4, for evacuation at the same time and the trucks are in position to

begin evacuation immediately. It takes a truck one day to drive

each way to zone A. A truck travels at the same speed and uses

40 the same amount of fuel of value v/2 each way, regardless of

whether it is empty or loaded with one truckload of the harvest.

There are T trucks and it take NA truckloads to evacuate the

40 harvest. Of these T trucks, T1 finish early with their evacuation

after making exactly MA round trips and delivering MATi truckloads

of the harvest. The remaining T2 trucks make exactly (14A + 1)

round trips and deliver MAT2 truckloads of the harvest. The basic

accounting equations for truck allocation are:

•

•

•

(2.1) T2 T -T1 - (NA -MA) T

in which

(2.2) MA lf (NA ) ,

8
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• and "k(x) is the greatest integer n such that n < x.

What is the value of NA? It is not QA/T because evacuation

takes time and the consequent delay means. deterioration.. The

• total harvest equals the sum of what the trucks evacuate• (11M

and the post-harvest loss that occurs while they do so ald:

•

•

•

•

(2.3) QA NAT +HA .

To introduce the notion of post-harvest loss, assume that

0<(1-fl)<1 of the harvest that stays behind at the zone disappears

each day, and let 6 = 132. Deterioration does not occur once the

product is on the truck. Therefore, after two days when the T

trucks have returned from making their first delivery of T

truckloads at the port, only 45(QA - T) remains in zone A. Let Qm

be the amount of the harvest remaining in the zone net of prior

evacuation and deterioration just before the (i+l)st load leaves

the zone.

The stock remaining at the zone just prior to the (i+l)st

evacuation is therefore:

(2.4) Qm-o(QA,;_i - T) .

410 The additional post-harvest loss (hi) just before the (i+l)st load

is evacuated is:

(2.5) hi -QA,i

9



• Total post-harvest loss is therefore:

•

•

MA
(2.6) HA = E121 ,

while the total harvest that is successfully evacuated from zone

A (NAT) is:

HA
(2.7) NAT - QA - Eh; .

1-1

Equation (2.7) determines the number of trips, NA, as a

function of the size of the harvest and the number of trucks. By

the substitution of equations (2.1) - (2.6) into equation (2.7),

the formula for NA is:

• (2 . 8) (3P4A [ (NA -MA) (1 -5) +6]2,

(1 -6)QA +ay,

41 This accounting system permits the determination of the

optimal size of the harvest and the optimal size of the truck

fleet once the conditions of agricultural production, the costs

40 of transportation and trucks, and the criterion for optimization

are specified. Even in the case of only one zone, the_

optimization poses some special difficulties. The reason is a

• discontinuity in the marginal delay until evacuation depending on

10
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whether exactly T truckloads are evacuated in the last round trip

• or only a fraction of the T trucks make the last trip, i.e.

whether NA - MA =1 or NA -MA <1. Rather than turning to this

question just yet, however, the next sub-section extends the

41 accounting system to the case of two zones of production which

opens up more interesting aspects of the optimization question.

• C. Evacuation with Two Zones 

Next, assume that there are two zones that yield an

agricultural product. Zone A is located one day away from the

41 port as in section 2B, and zone B is located a > 1 days from the

port.

The entire harvest becomes available for evacuation at the

• same instant at both zones. It consists of QA truckloads at zone

A and Qs loads at zone B. In the first instance, assume that the

planner adopts the strategy of evacuating entirely the nearer

41 zone, before proceeding to the farther zone. The evacuation of

the nearer zone therefore proceeds exactly as in section 2.8.

Accounting for the evacuation from zone B is more

40 complicated, because the T trucks have finished at different

times with zone A. The Tl trucks have finished early and are at

zone B ready to leave with their first load after (2MA -1 +a)

40 days of delay, while the T2 are only in this position after

(2MA +1 +a) days of delay.

Let qm, i=1,2 be the amount of the total harvest in zone B

41 that remains for each group of truoks to evacuate when that group

11
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of trucks first arrives. These amounts are therefore inclusive of

40 the post-harvest loss that occurs once the evacuation process has

begun. In this case,

•

-(2M -1+0/2 
( 2 • 9 ) QB gill° A B2u A •

With these modifications, equation (2.8) yields expressions

40 for N131 and N1321 the number of truckloads evacuated by the T1 and

T2 trucks from zone 2:

( 2 . 10 ) es/ [ (N81-1131) (1-6a) -1-ba]

(1-&)q81 +6aT1

and

• (2.11) 66152 (NB2-14132) (1-(5a) +05a] T2

(1-oa) qi32 +.5aT2

41 The accounting for evacuation is completed by the addition of two

sets of equations, depending on whether the last loads from zone

B are evacuated by trucks in the T1 group or in the T2 group:

•

•

(2.12) Me1 (N81 ; Mei - 1482+1 ; N82 MB2+1

or

(2.13) M82 1Ir (NB2) MB1 M82 NB1 M81 +1 •

12
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In the case of equation (2.13), all Tl trucks .makea final trip

• together, while in the case of equation (2.12), all T2 trucks

make a final trip together.

Taken together, equations (2.1)-(2.13) provide a complete

• accounting for the evacuation of the harvest from the two zones.

They provide constraints on any optimal choices of production in

the two zones and the size of the transport fleet. Even without

lk developing, any optimizing structure, however, these equations

imply that increased production (say because there is good

weather) leads to increased delays if the truck fleet cannot be

40 increased.

D. The Planner's Solution with Variable Production

41 This sub-section introduces the structure of a model of

timeliness and production response for the expositionally simple

case of a single agency that makes decisions on agricultural

production, the size of the truck fleet, and the order in which41

the harvest is evacuated. The next sub-section discusses whether

the choices made under this regime are replicated when some of

these decisions are made in private markets, the issue of4,

•

decentralization.

In a planned solution to decisions on agricultural

production and transportation, a government agency would maximize

total benefits of all these activities net of costs 04.

(2.14) II (p-v) NAT + (p-av) [MBiT+ (Ne1-Me1) -w (4+4) -2'11

13
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In the case of equation (2.13), in which p is the international

IP price of the crop when it is exported, Li is the amount of labor

in the ith zone (the only variable input in production), w is the

fixed wage paid to this labor (on the assumption that the total

• labor used in production of the export crop is a small proportion

of the total labor force), r is the cost per truck, and v is the

cost of each round trip (of two days) to zone A. The first two

410 terms in equation (2.14) are the value of deliveries at the port

net of the operating cost of the trip. The third term is the

total labor cost of production, while the fourth term is the cost

40 of the trucks that does not depend on the number of trips that

are made.

Maximization is subject to the transport accounting

41 equations, (2.1)-(2.13), and to the two production functions

which relate labor input to production in each zone:

(2.15) Q1 = (Li) , >0, , i-A,B.

•

The maximization is with respect to the two inputs of labor and

40 the number of trucks. As noted at the end of section 2.8, it is

quite possible that optimal choices of the control variables

occur at points where the maximand is not differentiable. These

• points, plus the fact that either (2.12) or (2.13) may hold, mean

that there are many potential cases for the optimum. In what

follows, I look at a case in which the maximand is differentiable

40 at the optimum: T2>0, NB2-MB2<1 and (2.13) holds.

14
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•

Maximization yields three first order conditions which

provide rules for the optimal employment of labor and the optimal

purchase of trucks:

(2.16)
--Fft 

= (p-v) [NA+T _a_fl+ (p-av) [Mei+ (Nei-Mei) Tr, +211-a-2--,- . -1- = 0 ,
all a NA 87,1 aNB1

an a NA aNB, aT1)
• (2.17) - -w + (p-v) T + (p-av) [Ti-T-c-+ (NEll-MB1) -F--r,A - 0 ,"3-17, riTA

i

S

II

0

S

an aNsi _ 0 ..f. (p-av ) .1.
,,,, 

1 -urt(2.18) _ _w

For a complete solution, equations (2.16)-(2.18) need to be

augmented by equations (2.1)-(2.14) which allow the calculation

of avaLA, aNAin and aNiniart, and then &rim, alvaLA, aNB2/aLA,

aN82/aT in terms of the first two in which:

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

aNA etic,„
,

T2

a NA (5mAQA/
Tr; - T

,

aT., aN
-3--f, - ( 1 -NA +MA ) _ T A

TT' '

15
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•

•

(2.22) -T
aNA

oLA T.E7 'A

niA(214A+26,8,4,1-1)/2
a NB1 1 13(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

aLB T1

a
o(2MA+2cct4,3,412-1 )/2 

NB1 Q82  Q81 a Ti
1574: TiT2 Ti Tf;

aNB, (3(2mA+2amai--1)/2
—Fff

4.11,

QB2 QB1 18211 QB2

T2 Ti -Ff 212 1 .

So far, I have assumed that the near-in zone is evacuated

first. This can be proved by re-doing the optimization with the

remote zone evacuated first, and then showing that the net

benefits can be increased by reversing the order of evacuation,

keeping the outputs and size of the truck fleet constant. These

benefits are of two kinds; total post-harvest loss is lower and

therefore total exports are higher, and total transport costs are

lower because proportionately more of these exports come from

41 near-in. It then follows that a third source of benefits can be

realized through adjustment of outputs and the truck fleet to the

ones that are optimal under near-in evacuation. Finally, this

result on the order of evacuation can be extended to multiple

16
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zones by induction. It therefore follows as a corollary that

IP evacuating some output from one zone, some from another and then

returning to the first is not optimal, because these partial

evacuations can be thought of as multiple zones.

E. Decentralization and Supply Response 

Even the most interventionist marketing authorities in West

IP Africa do not directly control production decisions as implied by

equations (2.17) and (2.18). Instead, these parastatals pay

farmers for crops based on what the parastatal picks up from the

• farmers, and farmers make decisions about production based on

these prices and on the deterioration that their crops experience

prior to evacuation.

4' Farmers maximize the returns that they get, either 11Abased

on a price of PA in zone A or 14 based on a price of ps in zone B:

•

411

(2.26) IIA-pANAT —wL ,

and

(2.27) He '1' Pe [MeiT+ (NBi ) Ti —wiss •

The farmers' first order conditions for choosing Li are:

a NA TA,
(2.28) A n ,p

Tri 1-A- Tr, 1̀
A A

17
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•

and

arIB
(2.29) --ea; Pov 

aN wi7FL;

Often in Africa, marketing agencies pay a uniform price

regardless of location under a policy of panterritorial pricing,

a special case when pA = ps.

A comparison of equation (2.28) with equations (2.17) and

(2.18) shows that the optimal prices to offer the farmers are:

• (2:30) PA (p-v) - (p-civ) 45(2MA+20487+a-1)12 QB2 _ QB1

•

•

•

and

(2.31) r - (p-av) 7

I

+ CM31-MM )T2 T1

The price in the remote zone B equals the world price less the

marginal cost of transport, ay. In the first zone, however, the

optimal price reflects in addition the consequence of increased

production in zone A on post-harvest loss in zone B, and

therefore on the diminution in the value of deliveries from zone

B, (p-av) [148IT+ (NB1-1481) T1] . The change in this latter term can be

shown to be negative (i.e. the term in the square brackets of

equation (2.30) shown to be positive) by substituting from

equations (2.9) -(2.11) and (2.13). In this way, equation (2.30)
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can be further simplified to

(2.32) PA - (p-v) - (p-av) (141:1489 .

• These prices represent the optimal prices to offer farmers

for their crop at the time it is picked up. Farmers, however, do

not equate the wage divided by these prices to the marginal

It product of labor on their farms, as would be assumed in

conventional estimation of the agricultural production function,

and producer response. Instead, farmers must take into account

• the post-harvest loss that they experience. They, therefore,

equate the marginal product of labor to:

•

•

•

(2.33) Q1A

or to:

sir64i A

PA

yarl —(2MA +2aMa, 4i2 -1 )/2
(2.34) Q81 "  •

PB

Equations (2.33) and (2.34) make clear how post-harvest

losses introduce a bias into the estimation of the agricultural

40 production function; marginal products in distant zones are

higher than would be indicated by a comparison of the farmgate

prices (the pi's). In further work on this topic, I intend to

• look at the nature of supply response in this model, with special
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emphasis on the interaction between the supply response in the

410 near-in zone and the remote zone.

Finally, the combination of equations (2.31) and (2.32) with

equations (2.33) and (2.34) show that. there is a net increase in

01 the marginal product of labor in the remote zone relative to that

in the near-in zone, compared to a situation in which there is

not post-harvest loss (6=1). As a consequence, there is

41 relatively less production in the more remote areas.

F. Processing Centers 

• In the case of many agricultural crops, the harvest

undergoes processing after leaving the farm but before reaching

the port. When the crop must first undergo transformation at

• dispersed processing centers, another question arises: Should

delay in evacuation be positively related to: (1) distance to the

processing center; (2) distance from the processing center to the

40 port; or (3) total distance. The previous models neglect this

distinction because there is no processing.

The answer should be distance to the processing center if

either of the following conditions holds: (1) the costs to be

avoided cease after the crop is picked up from the farm and the

farmer is paid. This may account for the bulk of the losses, or

40 it may not. Presumably, the crop is most vulnerable to physical

deterioration before it is processed, some crops more than

others. In the case of cotton, for instance, important sources

10 of post-harvest loss, specifically rains and fires, cease after

20
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the crop leaves the farm. Furthermore, because farmers provide

IP the storage facilities, the -cost of preventing post-harvest

losses occurs at the farm level. Also, interest rates that

farmers face are presumably higher than those faced by the

111 government, but, just as clearly the government does not face a

zero rate of interest, and, so other things equal, it benefits

from a rapid movement of the cotton from the processing centers

• to the ports. (2) If it is optimal to operate all processing

centers at full capacity as soon as it is possible, then enough

transport must be allocated to supply all processing centers.

40 The question is then not which processing centers should receive

the harvest first (a distance to the port question) but which

zones should be first to provide the harvest to the processing

10 centers. For these reasons, it seems correct to concentrate on

the relationship between the timing of evacuation and the

distance to the processing center.

40 Otherwise the analysis would proceed in a two-tier fashion -

first supply the nearest-in processing centers to speed

evacuation from processing centers to the port, and then choose

the zones nearest to these (near-in) processing centers to supply'

them first. Afterwards, there would be a decision that could go

either way to supply. the port from the near-in zones of the

farther-out processing centers or from the farther-out zones of

the near-in processing centers, and total transport time would be

the operative criterion.

40 Or, if storage at the processing center is more expensive
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than in the field, it might be desirable to match the flow of raw

• material to the processing center to its processing capacity, by

sending some trucks to nearby zones and others to remote zones.

In further work on this topic, I intend to look at

40 situations in which the timing of evacuation depends on distance

from the processing center while the spatial pattern of prices

depends on both distance from the processing center and distance

41 from the port. In such situations, it may be possible to sort

out the different effects of the price of transport and its

timeliness.

•

3. Harvest Evacuation in West Africa

• Data on the timing of crop evacuation relative to the time

of harvest and on the costs of delay to farmers do not seem to be

available at a farm level. Indeed, any data of this sort seem to

40 be very difficult to obtain, and one purpose of this paper is to

develop further interest in gathering and examining information

on the topic.

41 In this section I present some limited information available.

at a fairly aggregate level for a number of French-speaking West

African countries. Despite the limited nature of these data, they

41 permit an examination of two propositions put forward in section

2: (1) that unexpectedly high levels of the harvest should lead

to greater delays in evacuation and (2) that near-in farms should

40 be evacuated with least delay.
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These countries typically report some annual information on

IP the deroulement de la campagne for various export crops. The

information derives from the activities of the government ,

agencies (parastatals) that intervene in various ways in the

IP activities of the small farmers who produce these crops- Findings

that contradict the propositions of the model could therefore

reflect either a shortcoming of the model as a description of the

40 constraints that determine optimal decisions or the failure of

these agencies to make economically efficient choices.

Table 2 gives information on the mean crop-weeks from the

• beginning of evacuation of the harvest in any year 04t), defined

by:

(3.1) At •• Eqiti / Eqit
• 1-1 1-1

•

•

•

•

•

where i is the week in which the quantity clit is evacuated in

year t, beginning with i=1 in the first week that any part of the

crop is evacuated and ending in week M when the last of it is

evacuated. Note that i=1 corresponds to different dates in

different years, depending on when the evacuation begins.

The interpretation of g requires some care. If the entire

crop were planted at the same time everywhere in the country, if

all output were harvested at the same time, and if evaduation

began with the harvest, then g would be the mean weeks of delay

until evacuation, weighted by the fraction of the crop that

23



experienced delays of particular lengths.

• In fact, however, A incorporates, two other influences that

do not relate directly to delays in evacuation. First, plants

produce agricultural products over some period. Second, all

• farmers do not plant all their crops at the same time, although

this consideration is not relevant to perennial tree crops. For

both these reasons, A can exceed one and yet the crop could, in

41 principle, have been evacuated as soon as available.

So long as the evacuation of the crop starts as soon as some

of it is (potentially) available, A is an upper bound for the

• average delay in evacuation. Naturally, the average passage of

time (the average value of A) varies by crop because different

plants produce their agricultural products over longer or shorter

• periods.

For instance, cotton plants produce ripe cotton bolls for

about two months (Sement, 1988), with a concentration of yield in

IP the middle of this period. The average value for A is 12.7 weeks

for Malian cotton, which seems somewhat long. Groundnuts yield

over a very short period; Weiss (1983, p. 137) provides

• information from Tanzania that harvesting five days on either

side of the optimum number of days after planting can cut yields

by 40%. Similarly, the window for planting is also fairly narrow.

• Thus most of the difference between the maximum and minimum

values of A recorded in Table 2 for Niger and Senegal must

represent delays in post-harvest evacuation.

• By contrast to these two cases of annual crops, the average
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values for the two tree crops reported in Table 1, cocoa and

1, coffee, correspond roughly with the bearing periods for these

crops (Wood and Lass, 1987 and Wrigley, 1988). For instance, a

calculation of y from data for the time profile of yields given

MP by Wood and Lass (1988, p. 445, Fig. 13.1) produces a value of

4.5 months assuming that the cocoa is evacuated as it is

harvested. Once again, however, there are outliers that suggest

IP considerable delays.

One notable feature of the data in Table 2 is the

considerable year-to-year variation in g for particular crops in

4, individual countries, with the coefficient of variation exceeding

40% in the extreme case of Nigerien groundnuts. It would seem

promising to try to trace this variation to unexpected variation

in crop size, say because there are favorable agroclimatic410

conditions. Because the availability of many resources used in

evacuation such as transport infrastructure and equipment cannot

be varied with year-to-year variations in crop size, unexpectedly411

large crops would be evacuated relatively slowly.

For the case of groundnuts in Senegal the values of gt from

10 1961 to 1980 are graphed in Figure 1. Because rainfall in Senegal

is intertemporally independent (Gersovitz, 1986), it is

potentially one important source of unexpected variation in crop

size and pressure on the capacity to evacuate the crop.

Furthermore, the yield of groundnuts is strongly (positively)

related to rainfall during the growing season (Gersovitz, 1986).

111 The correlation between the variable A and this rainfall variable
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is, however, entirely insignificant (correlation coefficient for

• 1961-80 of'-.03846 with a significance level of 0.87, a

relationship illustrated in Figure 2). Unexpectedly large

harvests therefore do not give rise to long delays in evacuation

• in Senegal.

The most detailed data that I have to investigate aspects of

the evacuation process are from the cotton producing region of

• the Ivory Coast. The parastatal that serves the cotton farmers,

the Compagnie Ivoirienne pour le Developpement des Textiles 

(CIDT), reports on up to 56 zones in the cotton growing region

40 (Map 1). Table 3 gives data by zone on the total amount of cotton

delivered to the cotton ginneries, the distance from the zone to

the ginnery and the distance from the ginnery to the port, and

• the total cost of transportation from the zone to the port per

kilogram of ginned cotton. Table 4 gives some basic price data

with which to judge the relative importance of transport costs.1

IP What is the spatial pattern of harvest evacuation by the

CIDT? The CIDT provides information on the pattern over time of

the planting of cotton and its evacuation after harvest, by zone.

10 Table 3, col. 5 provides the average number of months after May

21 until the cotton is planted, by zone, as well as the mean,

standard deviation, minimum and maximum of the variable. Table

10 3, col. 6 provides the average number of months after October 1

until the cotton is purchased by the CIDT, by zone, as well as

1
40 Gersovitz (1992) provides some further details on the

operations of the CIDT.
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statistics on this variable. If the cotton takes approximately

411 the same amount of time to mature in each zone, then the

difference between these two variables is a measure of the delay

in evacuation in year t from zone z (Otz)

•

•

•

•

•

•

(3.2) Otz gitz-i Egitz atzij / E atzj •
1-1 1-1 j-1 1-1

In equation (3.2), i is the month in which the quantity qftz is

evacuated in year t from zone z, beginning with i=1 in the first

month and ending in month M, and j is the month in which the area

aftz is planted in year t in zone z, beginning with i=1 in the

first month and ending in month N. Thus, 0 corrects A by

subtracting any variation in the average planting date from the

average evacuation date for each zone. Ranges for the values of

0 in the cotton sector of the Ivory Coast in 1987/88 are

indicated by the shading in'Map 1.

Table 5 reports the correlation between the 0 measure of

delay and the distance of the zone from the ginnery for a number

of crop years. The correlation is negative in three of the four

years. Furthermore, two of these negative correlations are highly

statistically significant, while the single positive value is

wholly insignificant.

An alternative measure of possible post-harvest loss from

delayed evacuation is the average number of months after April 1

until the crop is evacuated. Apparently, late March to mid-April
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initiates a period of heightened vulnerability to loss (DCGT,

IP 1986, p.10). The correlation between this measure of delay and

distance from the ginnery for the crop year 1987/88 is also

•negative, -0.26, although with a reduced significance level of

10 0.06.

Thus these two measures of the delay in harvest evacuation

actually engendered by the CIDT are negatively related to

• distance while the simplest consideration stressed in section 2

suggests that a positive correlation is optimal. Why the CIDT

decides to provide this spatial pattern of transport services,

10 and whether it is indeed sub-optimal is something I have not been

able to establish. The rates that the CIDT pays to private

truckers provide incentives for the truckers to concentrate on

40 long hauls, leaving the short hauls to the CIDT (DCGT, 1988,

p.29). It may be that the CIDT is not very efficient at this

activity. Or, there may be good reasons of the type mentioned in

section 2.A for a fear of disproportionate losses from delays inIP

evacuating relatively remote areas.

While it is very difficult to measure all the costs and

benefits of the CIDT's policy on sequencing, the CIDT does

publish the proportion of cotton of first quality by zone (Table

5, col. 3). The quality of cotton may be affected by a delay in

10 evacuation. A correlation of this variable with the distance

from the ginnery or either of the delay-in-evacuation variables

produced entirely statistically insignificant results (0.55, 0.34

and 0.45 levels of significance, respectively), indicating no
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relationship between these variables. Of course, this finding

411 does not mean that there are no costs from delayed evacuation.

Quite to the contrary, the quality of the cotton is only one

possible measure of losses from delayed evacuation and certainly

IP reflects neither loss to fires nor foregone interest income,

while quality itself reflects many other factors, perhaps

primarily the care taken in harvesting rather than delay in

• evacuation.

Turning to the cost in terms of interest income or payments,

the minimum total lag in evacuation (co1.2 minus col. 1 of Table

• 5) is 1.88 months while the maximum value is 4.55 months. At a

25 percent annual rate of interest in the traditional lending

sector, the benefit of being evacuated earliest as opposed to

• latest is 5.6 [=25(4.55 -1.88)/12] percent of total revenue. Of

course, when the government does not intervene, prices may rise

after the harvest to compensate for these interest charges, but

40 such is not the case under state marketing.

4. Conclusions

This paper explores the implications of timeliness in the

provision of agricultural transport. The first requirement of

10 such an investigation is an accounting system for keeping track

of trucks as they evacuate the harvest. In turn, this accounting

system defines the constraints on the relationship between the

40 size of the truck fleet, the quantities of agricultural output
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and the magnitude of the post-harvest loss. These constraints

form part of a program that determines the optimal size of these4,

variables. This planning problem provides a reference point for

the decentralization of agricultural production. Once the

decentralized economy is specified, it is possible to examine the

spatial dispersion in agricultural incentives, and its

Implications for the relation between the observed spatial

dispersion in farmgate prices and production choices.

The model suggests two simple tests that can be applied to

readily available data: (1) unexpectedly high harvests should

lead to unexpectedly long delays and (2) near-in zones should be

evacuated first. In neither of the applications reported in

section 3 are these presumptions confirmed. Without more

information it is not possible to say whether these results

suggest defects in the modeling strategy or inefficient choices

by the governmental agencies responsible for evacuation in the

countries that provide the examples.40

These topics deserve more investigation. As indicated in the

text, there are a number of refinements and extensions that need

to be made to the model. There are other topics, such as what

should be done when multiple crops place demands on the transport

system. The model also suggests information that can be collected

usefully as an adjunct of agricultural surveys: on the dates of

planting, dates of harvest, amount of investment in storage

facilities, the dates of evacuation, and the amount of post-

harvest loss, all by location.40
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Table 1

The Spatial Timing of Transportation and Aggregate Post-Harvest Losses
(A Theoretical Example)

40 Case 1: Nearby Evacuation First.

At Zone: Post Harvest Losses in Day:
1 2 3 4 5

nearby 1-y 0 0 0 o

remote 1-y (1-Y)Y (1-Y)Y2 (1-Y)Y3 0

Case 2: Remote Evacuation First.

•

At Zone: Post Harvest Losses in Day:

nearby

remote

1 2 3 4 5

1-y (1-Y)Y (1-11Y2 (1-Y)Y3 (1-Y)Y4

1-y (1-11Y 0 0 0

4111 Excess Post-Harvest Loss, Case 2 over Case 1 = y(1-y) +(1-11y4

40

40

•

•
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Table 2
Average Crop-Weeks (p) from First Evacuation to Final Evacuation

Country Crop Years Minimum Maximum Mean Std Dev

Ivory Coast cocoa 64-90 11.2 19.6 15.0 2.1
Ivory Coast coffee 64-90 10.9 25.4 17.4 3.4
Mali cotton 81-86 11.5 14.7 12.7 1.1
Niger groundnuts 72-86 4.5 17.5 8.7 3.7
Senegal groundnuts 61-84 4.2 12.3 7.0 2.0
Togo cocoa 64-90 8.7 30.0 17.2 4.2
Togo coffee 64-90 10.7 _20.7 15.1 2.6

Source: BCEA0 (various years).
Note: Here and there linear interpolation was used when data were not reportedfor some dates within the harvest season for individual years.
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Map 1. The CIDrs Area of Operation, 1987/88
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Table 3
Deliveries, Distances and Delays at the Zone Level

Zone Deliveries Kilometers to: Transport Cost, Lag in Months: Quality
No. Name . Rim= Port Zone to Port (FCFA/kg) Planting oehysLy- % Grade 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1 Tingrela 5281864 130 684 38.6 0.84 3.80 99.90
2 Bolona 5857804 117 684 36.5 0.84 4.50 99.90
3 Zanguina 3929054 85 684 31.4 0.76 4.73 99.60
4 Sanhala 3747105 99 684 33.6 0.77 3:31 100.00
5 Gbon 5938109 83 655 30.2 0.81 5.11 100.00
6 Kassere 6111095 85 669 31.0 0.88 5.42 95.70
7 Boundial 6182039 86 586 29.1 - 0.97 5.21 - 99.90
8 Mbingue 13936334 165 530 40.2 0.96 5.12 97.60
9 Koni 8690719 57 547 23.4 0.83 4.71 97.60
10 Lataha 7627519 108 555 31.7 0.85 4.51 97.80
11 Niofouin 7075521 128 568 35.2 0.99 4.58 96.20
12 Strasso 4532020 71 568 26.1 0.87 3.82 99.80
13 Dikodoug 6062180 123 542 33.8 1.00 4.73 92.00
14 Napie 4739669 93 516 28.4 0.91 4.76 87.50
15 Sinemati 3127790 103 507 29.6 0.80 3.76 99.70
16 Nielle 11360400 71 621 27.5 1.13 5.03 99.60
17 Diawalla 8099950 57 621 25.3 0.86 4.82 99.30
18 Oungolo 9070930 55 597 24.2 0.99 4.80 98.80
19 Ferke 7677236 132 565 35.7 1.11 4.19 99.30
20 Tehini 619376 280 564 59.4 1.05 4.39 96.70
21 Bouna 251275 349 564 70.5 1.05 3.16 97.30
22 Nassian 588744 295 361 56.6 1.41 3.29 99.20
23 Bondouko 699275 321 361 60.7 1.21 3.60 99.90
24 Madinani 2677229 292 504 59.8 1.01 3.76 90.70
25 Goulia 4565559 385 568 76.3 0.87 4.05 99.40
26 Tienko 4420004 384 504 74.5 1.13 4.14 93.90
27 Odienne 2904497 292 504 59.8 1.14 4.39 75.40
28 Touba 1607985 150 504 37.1 1.11 4.58 97.10
29 Boroto 1591761 159 504 38.5 1.01 4.73 98.60
30 Ouaninu 1380240 133 504 34.4 1.10 4.73 98.80
31 Seguela 3651850 20 504 16.3 1.40 5.35 98.50
32 Kani 4935878 104 459 28.6 1.29 5.34 87.50
33 Morondo 5715800 125 489 32.8 1.36 4.80 88.70
34 Worofla 2377068 46 504 20.5 1.25 4.44 97.10
35 Dianra 13538640 31 545 19.2 1.24 4.72 86.40
36 Sarhala 5310990 75 459 23.9 1.12 4.89 88.40
37 Mankono 6369784 21 459 15.3 1.38 5.16 94.10
38 Kounahir 1466950 184 266 36.3 1.55 5.07 98.90
39 Foutouno 1389927 186 266 36.7 1.40 4.41 96.80
40 Tienigbo 4887478 61 459 21.7 1.52 5.05 98.00
41 Marandl 6649932 161 361 35.1 1.42 5.54 99.30
42 Niakara 4106491 147 361 32.9 1.58 5.01 99.40
43 Katiola 5770200 74 361 21.2 1.84 5.48 98.60
44 Dabakala 1910127 131 361 30.3 1.64 4.60 99.90
46 Beoumi 2579705 114 297 26.0 1.62 4.97 95.90
47 Bouake 904872 32 361 14.5 1.42 4.25 94.70
48 Mbaihiak 1229859 205 266 39.7 1.48 4.07 99.80
50 Bongouan 2602899 257 266 48.0 1.43 4.23 98.60
51 YakroNor 2013622 30 266 11.7 1.59 4.57 99.90
52 YakroSud 1555122 . 1.57 4.23 99.10
53 Bouaffle 5463219- 12; 26:5 26.9 1.40 4.08 97.80
54 Gohitafl 3161624 148 266 30.6 1.27 3.76 99.30
55 Zuenoula 5634192 134 266 28.3 1.33 4.58 99.10
56 Vavoua 7899487 19 404 31.2 1.37 4.31 97.90

Mean 4657019 140 478 34.8 1.18 4.53 96.68
Std. Dev. 3100213 93 130 14.8 0.28 0.57 4.67
Minimum 251275 20 266 11.7 0.78 3.17 75.40
Maximum 13936334 385 684 76.3 1.84 5.54 100.00

Notes: For further information on the definition of the variables, see the text and Gersovitz (1992).
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Table 4
Price Variables

(In CFA francs as of 1982/83)

Variable Value

a • (zone to ginnery)

a (ginnery to port)

Source: Beenhakker and Bruzelius (1985).

656/kg.

191/kg.

306/kg.

0.067/kg./km.

0.026/kg./km.

Notes: All variables refer to a kg. of ginned cotton. p • is the
international price net of all taxes. is the producer price
in zone i, which is constant for all zones because the CIDT
pursued panterritorial pricing in 1982/83. c* is the cost of all
activities (such as processing) that are necessary to export the
cotton but that do not depend on the distance of the zone to the
port. a* is the cost of transport.
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Table 5
Relation between Delay (0 and Distance for Ivoirien Cotton

•

Source: Table 3.

•

•

•

Year Correlation Significance

83/4 0.036 0.8045
84/5 -0.400 0.0030
85/6 -0.096 0.4940
87/8 -0.502 0.0001
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